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         The feasibility study of the HIBP diagnostic for stellarator WEGA was done to

provide the measurements of the radial profiles of the electric plasma potential, electron

density and their fluctuations. The HIBP diagnostic is a unique method of  the direct

electric potential measurements in full volume of plasmas: in the core and in the edge

plasma. Installation of the HIBP on a given device start with the optimized calculations

of the probing beam parameters connected with its geometry and magnetic fields.

Calculations of probing Na+ beam trajectories were done for high field WEGA

magnetic configuration with B0 = 0.5 T. The trajectory optimization aiming for the

maximal plasma volume observation was done for chosen port combinations.

The initial calculation shows that HIBP allows getting radial profiles of plasma

parameters. The detector line of equal entrance angle connects the centre and the edge

of the plasma column with ENa+ = 30 - 60 keV. This produces the full radial profile on

shot-to shot basis. The detector line of equal energy ENa+  = 40 keV allows us to obtain a

series of radial profiles (0.1 < ρ < 1) during single shot by changing of the entrance

angle with the scan of control voltage.

The special beam-lines for the primaries and the secondaries are necessary to

transfer the particles from the accelerator to plasma through the area of magnetic field

and further to secondary Na++ion detection electrostatic energy analyzer. They are also

necessary to control the beam trajectory and drive them to energy analyzr with

optimized entrance angle. Such electrostatic control looks to be the necessary elements

of the HIBP hardware even for small stellarators like WEGA.

On the base of these calculations were developed of the HIBP diagnostic

technique. The hardware consists of two main parts. They are: injector of the

accelerated  primary probing beam up to 100keV. and parallel plate electrostatic energy

analyzer Special calibration of the analyzer shows rather good energy resolution

satisfied the requirement of the plasma potential measurements.
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